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How to Create an HTA
By  J o h n  Pa pp ro t h

ONE
of the things that I've encountered in working as a
consultant over the last 20 years is a perception that

there is a distinct line between the skills used by the Mainframe
programmer and the skills used by the non-Mainframe programmer.
My philosophy has always been that the more you know the better
able you are to market yourself. I've assumed that there is a com-
mon skill set that we all must possess in order to be effective at our
jobs, whatever they may be. That set being creativity, problem solv-
ing, and the ability to communicate clearly. Above that the only
other skill that you need is the knowledge of the available tools and
how to operate them.

In this column I’d like to demonstrate how to create a simple HTA,
or HTML Application. The purpose of this article is to present a topic
focused on mixed platforms in order to broaden your knowledge of
tools that can placed in your personal toolkit. This article is meant to
be a quick introduction to the tool and a hands-on "how to" that allows
you to create a simple application using the tool.

WHAT ARE HTAS?

HTA is an abbreviation for HTML Applications. An HTA runs
on the client desktop and combines the power of the Browser with
the control and security of the Windows desktop. An HTA is not
compiled. It is simply a text file saved with the .HTA extension. It
can contain any valid combination of HTML and SCRIPT. An
HTA is an excellent vehicle for prototyping an application or for
creating a quick stand-alone helper application to encapsulate
repetitive tasks.

Why not build a simple HTA now?

WHAT YOU'LL NEED

You will need a text editor, like Windows NOTEPAD and Internet
Explorer 5.0 or later.

YOUR FIRST HTA

Begin by creating a new file using NOTEPAD. This file will be
saved with a ".HTA" extension. An HTA is a combination of HTML
and SCRIPT, so we can use the code shown in FIGURE 1 as a skeleton
document for any HTA. Note that we chose the vbscript language but
that you can just as easily have used the javascript language. The
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<html>
<head>

<title>
First HTA

</title>
<script language='vbscript'>

option explicit
</script>

</head>
<body>

<div id='txtOutput'></div>
</body>

</html>

FIGURE 1: SKELETON DOCUMENT FOR ANY HTA

<script language='vbscript'>
option explicit

sub Welcome()
dim msg
msg = ""

end sub
</script>

FIGURE 2: VBSCRIPT

<body onLoad='Welcome()'>

FIGURE 3: ONLOAD EVENT HANDLER



"option explicit" statement tells VBSCRIPT that it should check to see
that all variables referenced in our script have been declared before
they are referenced. Without this statement the first reference to a vari-
able name is assumed to be an implicit declaration.

Next we are going to create a method called Welcome between the
SCRIPT tags. In VBSCRIPT, methods can be declared using the SUB
or FUNCTION statement. SUBs do not return any values while
FUNCTIONs can return a single value. For our Welcome method we
used the SUB statement.

VBSCRIPT allows variable declarations using the DIM statement.
Variables can only be declared. They cannot be data typed. All vari-
ables in VBSCRIPT are considered a VARIANT data type.

Now we need to "hook up" our Welcome method to the document
so the method is called as the document is loaded by the browser. We
are going to use the onLoad event handler of the BODY statement.
You could also have included other HTML statements like <INPUT />
and used other event handlers like onClick to control and invoke your
script methods.

Create a value for the "msg" variable in the Welcome method. We
are going to combine HTML and TEXT. We'll then save it onto the
page using the innerHTML property of the DIV tag named txtOutput.

To polish up our first application we will include a call to the
Window Object's ResizeTo method to resize the window. We will also
follow it with a call to the Document Object's Title property to set the
caption on the Window.

Now save your file as "First.HTA".
Run your HTA by double-clicking it (or right-clicking and

selecting open).
You should see the screen capture shown in FIGURE 6.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Of course your first HTA isn't very useful, but with a little further
research you can combine the power of VBSCRIPT and COM objects
to create applications that acquire information from sequential files,
data bases using ODBC, HTML documents, and Web Services.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/workshop/author/

hta/overview/htaoverview.asp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/

script56/html/vtorifunctions.asp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/

script56/html/vtoriMicrosoftWindowsScriptTechnologies.asp  
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sub Welcome()
dim msg
msg = ""

msg = msg & "<font face='Arial' size=4>"
msg = msg & "Hello, it is " & Now & "..."
msg = msg & "</font>"

txtOutput.innerHTML = msg

end sub

FIGURE 4: COMBINE HTML AND TEXT

<script language='vbscript'>
sub Welcome()

dim msg
msg = ""
msg = msg & "<font face='Arial' size=4>"
msg = msg & "Hello, it is " & Now & "..."
msg = msg & "</font>"
txtOutput.innerHTML = msg

self.ResizeTo 400,100

document.Title = "Welcome to my first HTA!"

end sub
</script>

FIGURE 5: DOCUMENT OBJECT TITLE

FIGURE 6: FINISHED HTA SAMPLE


